Handcrafted concrete pavers with the look of ancient stone.
Thank you for wanting to know more about our beautiful architectural-grade pavers.

Peacock Pavers are unique, beautiful, versatile, durable and affordable, and we're delighted to tell you about them. If we don't answer all your questions
here, please call us. Our biggest strength is working with our customers one-on-one to give them the service they need to make their projects spectacular!
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NEW! Cobblestone-style
pavers for driveways.
They look like Old World cobblestone, but they’re
actually made of architectural-grade concrete, and
they’re driveway-strong. Peacock’s durable new
driveway pavers are 3” thick, with a special
interlocking design that allows for secure installation.
No concrete pad is necessary. They also have
excellent freeze/thaw characteristics and can
be used in many other outdoor
applications including retaining walls,
terraces and walkways. Like all
Peacock Pavers, our 3” pavers are
available in four standard colors,
buff, champagne, rice white and
dolphin grey, and in custom colors.

[ 3” X 61/8” X 91/8” ]
[ Also available: 3” x 91/8” x 91/8”, 3” x 91/8” x 121/8” and 3” x 121/8” x 121/8” ]
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NEW! The model of style
for remodeled floors.
Discover our newest model of stone-style
pavers—concrete pavers made specifically for
remodeling and retrofitting. They’re just
thick yet as durable and beautiful as
Old World stone. Made of architectural-grade
concrete, they come in a variety of sizes, with
trim pieces. They’re available in four standard
colors, buff, champagne, rice white and
dolphin grey, and in custom colors. And
they’re affordable. The very model of high
style at an affordable cost.
5 ⁄8”
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Old World beauty for
today's distinctive styles
Peacock Pavers are remarkable
replications of Old World,
crosscut European stone.
Handcrafted in architecturalgrade concrete, they possess
the beauty and texture of
natural stone, yet they're
surprisingly affordable.
They're ideal for numerous
interior and exterior
applications including floors,
terraces, fireplace facings,
water features, pool deckings,
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interior-exterior transitional
areas and more. Even
driveways. And they
compliment virtually any
design style from traditional
and European-inspired to
casually sophisticated, modern
and more, making them
perfect for today's most
tastefully appointed homes.
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Door Thresholds

More design versatility
than natural stone
Peacock Pavers offer far more design
versatility than natural stone. They
can be installed in regular or random
patterns and in custom geometric
patterns. They come in many
different sizes, from 1' x 1' to as large
as 3' x 3', and in thicknesses of 1”
and 1 ¾". Driveway pavers of 3”
thick also available. Trim pieces,
including coping, stair treads, base
molding, wall caps and thresholds,
are also available.
And in addition to four
beautiful standard colors—buff,
champagne, rice white and dolphin
grey—they can also be produced in
custom colors to match whatever
palette you have in mind.

Stair Treads & Wall Caps

Base Molding

Coping
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The added beauty
of affordability
With Peacock Pavers you get the
aesthetics of stone-style flooring
at a very affordable price. While
our pavers are comparable to
Old World stone in beauty, they
offer so much more—both
natural and custom colors,
eco-friendliness, durability for
use inside and out. And you get
more sizes to choose from. In
addition, our large-format 3' x 3'
pavers are available at a fraction
of the cost of natural stone. With
so many benefits, plus the added
beauty of affordability, Peacock
Pavers are the perfect choice.
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Professional-grade quality
for use indoors and out
Prominent architects and designers trust Peacock
Pavers for the durability, style and structural integrity
they demand for their projects. Our pavers are ideal
for interior and exterior installations from floors and
swimming pools to outdoor kitchens and driveways.
They install and seal as easily as their
natural-stone counterparts and have excellent
freeze/thaw characteristics. So rely on them for any
project where you want that distinctive stone look,
just as noted architects have for nearly 20 years.

A LY S B E A C H
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Each paver is handcrafted and unique.
Each Peacock Paver is handcrafted by a skilled artisan. In addition,
a special patent-pending rendering process infuses each paver with
subtleties of texture and color that evoke the look of ancient crosscut
stone. This means that, just as with natural stone, each piece has its
own unique characteristics of hue and texture and varies slightly from
the others in the same color group.*

* To prevent harm to the finish, Peacock Pavers should never be acid-washed except with products
recommended by Peacock Pavers. The pavers should never be pressure-washed.
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More eco-friendly than stone
The process of quarrying natural stone consumes
excessive amounts of oil, as does shipping the stone
from places halfway around the world. Peacock Pavers,
on the other hand, require considerably less energy
to produce and transport. And they’re made of a
recyclable material—concrete—and contain no
petroleum. So they're perfect for building green.
What's more, Peacock Pavers qualify for certification
under many LEED projects.
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800.264.2072

All of us at Peacock Pavers are looking forward to bringing your design plans to life.

Request our free color brochure today.
Sample kit $25 (Please specify 5⁄8”, 1” or 3” thick pavers.)
P.O. Box 519
Atmore, Alabama 36504-0519
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